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Baldwin expands the PREPAC® Advanced portfolio of
pre-impregnated cleaning cloths for automatic blanket cleaning
The extended line offers unmatched cleaning results and increased productivity

ST. LOUIS — June 28, 2017 — Baldwin Technology Company Inc. is pleased to
announce the expansion of its PREPAC® Advanced pre-impregnated cleaning cloth
portfolio. Developed for the global market to provide customized and optimized
solutions, this product line meets the specific needs of various press types,
applications and local requirements.
The new PREPAC® Advanced portfolio, with its unique formula of solvent and
cloth, offers a superior cleaning performance. With a focus on reducing paper
waste by up to 50 percent, improving cleaning results, enabling faster cleaning
cycles and increasing productivity by up to 100 additional production hours per
year, the upgraded portfolio provides several benefits for both the producer and
the environment.

Baldwin Technology Company Inc. announces the
expanded PREPAC® Advanced portfolio of
pre-impregnated cleaning cloths that minimize
waste and increase productivity.

“Our new product development team has developed a breakthrough formula
within the PREPAC® Advanced portfolio to meet the printing industry’s increasing
demand for shorter runs, improved quality and slimmer-staffed organizations,”
said Birger Hansson, Vice President of Business Development at Baldwin. “We are
proud to offer customers increased productivity and efficiency, along with
outstanding print results and a reduced environmental impact.”

The PREPAC® Advanced portfolio consists of various products that are customized to meet local requirements and regulations. As
a leading global supplier of equipment for the printing industry, Baldwin introduced the first PREPAC® pre-impregnated cleaning
cloth system in 1995, and customers worldwide now use this award-winning, highly effective and environmentally efficient product
line. The expanded PREPAC® Advanced portfolio is the latest development in Baldwin’s long history of continued research and
development. The company also offers dry-to-wet conversion programs for printers wanting to utilize the benefits of PREPAC®
technology.
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ABOUT BALDWIN TECHNOLOGY COMPANY INC.

Baldwin Technology Company Inc. is a leading global manufacturer and supplier of process-automation equipment and related consumables for
the printing, packaging and other industrial segments, including technical textiles, chip and fiberboard, and film extrusion. Through our global
footprint, Baldwin offers our customers a broad range of market-leading technologies, products and systems that enhance the quality of
industrial-produced products, with a focus on improving the economic and environmental efficiency of the production process. As a total
solutions provider, Baldwin not only offers new equipment to our customers, but also dedicates extensive resources to maintaining and servicing
existing equipment. Baldwin is privately owned by BW Forsyth Partners, a Barry-Wehmiller company. For more, go to baldwintech.com.

